Omnicare is an addressable voice communication system that allows disabled refuge, fire telephones, emergency/steward telephones and disabled toilet alarms to be connected to one master panel. Touch screen control adds further flexibility to the system.

**BENEFITS & FEATURES:**

- Each system is bespoke, designed specifically for the system it is intended. With the display being ‘button layout’ view.
- Can be installed remotely from the master panel, providing a stylish option for reception/lobby areas.
- Suitable for single panel systems (for larger, networked systems please refer to OmnicarePLUS).
- Simple to navigate touchscreen control.
- ‘Administrator’ and ‘guest’ password protected accounts.
- Displays the condition of each zone:
  - Standby (no current activity).
  - Calling.
  - Occupied.
- Replicates the status of the master control panel.
- Provides the operator with complete control of the Omnicare system.
- PC will emit sound to mimic activity at master panel.
- History and fault log with realtime date stamp. Enables administrators to view activity and response times on the system.
- State-of-the-art high performance computer and screen all in one.
- High resolution LCD display with fingertip touch sensitivity.
- Please note: a master control panel must be installed on the system - which is fully compliant to BS5839-9.

**SYSTEM COMPONENTS:**

(Master panel can be any from Omnicare range.)

- **BVOCTSB:** Software with button style graphics, touch screen PC and UPS.
- **BVOCTSG:** Software with full graphical layout, touch screen PC and UPS.
- **BVOCTSHS:** Desktop telephone handset.
- **BVOCTSHSM:** Monitor mounted telephone handset.

See [OmnicarePLUS](#) for large networked systems.
TOUCH SCREEN SYSTEM:

- 2 x CAT5 (supplied)
- 4-core fire rated (enhanced colour coded) (200m max)
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